INTRODUCTION
Infinité Sturmian words have been studied under various names for a long time (see [2, 4, 9] for historical notes). They can be defined either algebraically or by combinatorial properties of their factors (the équivalence is proved in [10] ). The first way is probably more powerful as it allows for instance to make use of the properties of continued fractions. However the theory can be constructed without algebra, using only combinatorics of words. This is sketched in part 4 where we give a short self-contained présentation of known results and proofs, mostly from [5] , [10] and cited papers.
In order to illustrate the power of the algebraic way, we consider in Part 2 a curious property of standard Sturmian words observed by Rauzy [15] . Given any positive integer p, if, in an infinité Standard Sturmian word on {a, &}, we keep every pth a and delete all other a, and similarly for 6, then we obtain the same infinité word. This follows immediately from the description of a Sturmian word by the intersections of a line with the lines of a square grid [6, 16] , description which is equivalent to the algebraic définition [6] . Rauzy also suggested in his paper that the converse is true: an infinité word invariant under ail such "decimations" is standard Sturmian, and even it suffices that the word be invariant under two decimations, modulo p and q say, with p and q multiplicatively independent. We give a complete proof of the converse (Theorem 1) and show that the weaker hypothesis is not sufficient. Indeed an infinité word satisfying the weaker hypothesis either is Sturmian or can be deduced from a "periodic Sturmian" word by a suitable construction (Theorem 2). Some extensions are also given (Theorem 3 and Part 3).
1. PRELIMINARIES
Words [14, chap, 1]
Throughout this paper, A -{a, b} will be a two-letter alphabet. The free monoid A* generated by A is the set of the (finite) words on A. If u = u(l)u(2) • • 'u(m), u(i) G A, is a word, its length is \u\ -m. Also \u\ a (resp. \u\b) is the number of occurrences of a (resp. b) in u. Last u will dénote the reversai of u, Le. the word u(m) • • • it(2)u(l). A word equal to its reversai is a palindrome.
In the same way an infinité word is a function s : N+ -» A where N+ = N \ {0} is the set of positive integers. It is written s = 5 (1)
5(2) • • • s(i) • • -, s(i) G A. The set of infinité word is A°. For a finite or infinité word t, the factor t(i)t(i + 1) • • • t(j) of t will be denoted by t(i u j).
If i -1, this is a left factor. Right factors of finite words are defined symmetrically.
An infinité word 5 is periodic if for some p G N+ and for ail i G N + we have $(i + p) -s(i). In this case 5 can be written s = uu • • • = u^ for some u G A*, \u\ = p. The smallest integer p having this property is called the period of 5. An infinité word t is ultimately periodic if it can be written t = vs with v G A* and s E A^, s periodic.
Remark 1: Doubly infinité words, which are not used hère, are defined in the same way as functions from Z to A. 
By Sturmian word it is often (but not always) meant that a is irrational. In this case we shall say proper Sturmian. When a is rational, then s is periodic and will be called here periodic Sturmian. In particular when a -0 (resp. a = 1) we get the word aaa 
Cutting séquences [6, 16]
Let Oxy be a cartesian coordinates System for the Euclidean plane. Construct the grid consisting of lines H 3 : y = j and lines V % : x = i, for all i,j G N+. lts vertices are M %3 = V % C\H 3 . Consider a line D : y -(5x with 0 < f3 < ex). Label its intersections with lines H 3 by a and with lines Vi by b. If D meets H 3 and V % at the same point M î3 , we label it by ab or ba with the convention that all such points are labelled in the same way (this the case if and only if /3 is rational). The séquence of the labels (the "cutting séquence") when x grows from 0 to infinity is an infinité word s. This one is standard Sturmian, and all Standard Sturmian words, except a w and b°*\ can be obtained in this way. This définition is equivalent to Définition 2 with a = l/(/3+ 1).
More generally if we construct in the same way the cutting séquence for any line with positive slope we get a Sturmian word, and all Sturmian words given by parallel lines have the same set of factors because they correspond to the same a of Définition 1.
1. Remark 2: For p,q G N+, i, j G N, 0 < i < p, 0 < j < q, we could also define a generalized decimation A^p i q j^ by deleting ail occurrences of a and b except those whose number is congruent respectively to i modulo p and to j modulo q.
Remark 3: Another perhaps more natural kind of decimation modulo p seems to have been considered hère and there. When applied to s it gives s(p)s(2p)5(3p) • • •. If 5 is Sturmian, the new word is not Sturmian in gênerai but has some nice properties. As allusions to such decimations will occur in Remark 6 and at the end of the proof of Theorem 5 we shall call them hère blind decimations. Consequently a q = \jJpq/p\ that is 0 < a pq -pa q < p, or 0 < 5pg -6 q < 1/q. In the same way 0 < 6 pq -Sp < 1/p. Hence -1/q < 6 q -6 P < 1/p. So the séquence of the 6i, i G N+, satisfîes the Cauchy condition and has a limit, f3 say, j3 < oo. Clearly also /? > 0 because, as a occurs in 5, we have 6 P > 0 for some p and, by the inequality above, A noteworthy case of a) is the following. Let 5 be a standard Sturmian word and Let H be a submonoid of the multiplicative structure of N+. We define an équivalence relation as follows p = q mod H if and only if pH n qH / 0
We have THEOREM 
2: Given a multiplicative submonoid H ofN+ containing at least two multiplicatively independent éléments, an infinité word s is invariant under at least all p-decimations such that p E H if and only if either s is standard Sturmian or it can be deduced from a standard periodic Sturmian word t, différent from

Proof of the only if part:
The proof follows that of the only if part of Theorem 1. Function ƒ is defined in the same way and has the following property whose proof is postponed. Take i > m and consider the factor w = 0j_ r +iZj_ r -|-2 * * • ^+( n _i) r of t. By r-decimation of w we get A r (w) = 2:^j +r • • -^+( n _!) r = ^n (Indeed applying r-decimation to w is equivalent to applying blind decimation modulo r to w considered as a words on {X, Y}. This is a generalization of what was observed in Remark 6).
As w E Fac(s) we have A r (w) E Fac(5). So, as n is arbitrarily large, there are in s occurrences of arbitrary large powers of vab (or vba). As s is uniformly récurrent, this implies that s = so (vab) u for some right factor so of vab. Consequently s is periodic Sturmian.
Last when 7 = 0 (case 7 = 1 is similar) s -b^ because if a occurs in 5, it occurs in each factor of length m for some m E N + because s is uniformly récurrent, whence \s(l,km)\ > k, Le. |s(l,fcm)|/m > l/m for all k E N+ and 7 > l/m, a contradiction.
Remark 9: It is not possible to delete the hypothesis that s is uniformly récurrent in the if part of Theorem 5. Indeed let w\, W2, • • • be an enumeration of all the words and let t be an infinité word with arbitrary density 7, irrational for instance. Let t = gig2 * * -, g%; E A* 9 be a factorization of t and put s = giW\g2W2 • * *. Clearly if the |p^| increase with sufficient rapidity then 5 has density 7. Also Fac(s) -A* whence, for all p, A p (Fac(s)) C Fac(s). However, s is not Sturmian.
STURMIAN WORDS WITHOUT ALGEBRA
In order to present a complete theory it would be necessary to consider Sturmian words in the wide sense and also doubly infinité Sturmian words. This is done in details in [5, 10] but, as periodicity introduces some complications in the présentation, we limit ourselves, here, to proper Sturmian words.
Hereafter the alphabet remains A = {a, b}. If y G A, we dénote by y the other letter of A. For an infinité word 5, F n (s) will dénote the set A n H Fac(s) of all its factors of length n. Recall [1] . DÉFINITION 
5: A factor u of the infinité word s is special if ua and ub are factors of s.
Clearly, the number of special factors of length n is |F n +i| -\F n (s)\. The following proposition is well known. PROPOSITION 
1: Let s be an infinité word, then i) if for some m G N+, |F m (s)| < m, then s is ultimately periodic with period p < m and, for ail n > m, \F n (s)\ < m; ii) ifs is periodic withperiodp then \F n {s)\ > nforn < p and \F n (s)\ -p for n > p. Proofofi): Let q be minimal such that |i^(s)| < q. Then \F q -i(s)\ > q-l
whence |F g _i(s)| = q and 1^(^)1 = q-If for some n > q we have \F n -i(s)\ = q and |Fn(s)| > q then |F n _i(s)| must contain at least one special factor, x, say. But then the right factor of length q -1 of x is also a special factor. But F q -\(s) contains no special factor as \F q -i(s)\ -\F q (s)\. Consequently, for ail n > q we have |.F?7,(s)| = q. Now, given any n > q -1, consider the factors w = s(t 7 t+n-l) of s for 1 < t < q+1. As jFnWI = q, two of them must be equal, say w t = w r for some t < r in [1, q + 1]. So s(i) -s(i + r -t) for ail i G [t, t + n -1]. Now, for infinitely many values of n, the pair (t, r) is the same. Consequently for these values of t and r we have s(i) = s(i + r -t) for ail i > t, so s is ultimately periodic with period at most r -t < m.
Proof of ii):
As 5 is periodic with period p, then s ~ u^ for some word u of length p. If for some n < p we have 1^(^)1 < n y then 5 is (ultimately) periodic with period at most n, which is impossible. So I-F^s)! > n for n < p, Also, by part i), \F n (s)\ = p for n > p, 0 
Then we have x^ = a and a; n _i_fc = .x n _i -6 in contradiction with the fact that v! is palindrome. Consequently, as au 1 £ Fac(w), ail s(i + A;, i + fc + n -2), 0 < fc < n -1 are non-special. As there are exactly n -1 nonspecial factors of length n -1, we have, for some r < t in [0,n -1],-s(i + r ; z + r + n -2) = s(i + i,i + t + n -2).
Observing that any non-special factor z of s has only one prolongation, za or zb, in 5, we get that s(z + r + n -1) = s(i + t + n -1). Also s(i + r + 1, i + r + n -1) = s(i + t + 1, z + t + n -1). So all factors of length n -1 of s(i + r,z + t + n -1) are non-special. Continuing this way we get s(i + r + n) = s(ï + t -h n) and so on, whence for ail m > r s(i + m) -s(i + m + t -r). So 5 is ultimately periodic, a contradiction. Consequently s is balanced.
iii) ==Ï i). By Proposition 2, 1^(5)1 < n + 1 for ail n E N+. As 5 is not ultimately periodic, by i) of Proposition 1, |F ra (s)| = n + 1. 0 DÉFINITION 
7: An infinité word s is proper Sturmian if it satisfies the (equivalent) conditions of Proposition 3.
This combinatorial définition is equivalent with the algebraic one (Définition 1 with a irrational) as proved in [10] . That an infinité word satisfying the algebraic définition, with a irrational, has the properties stated in Proposition 3 is easy to see, and is recalled in [12] for instance. This follows from the fact that {na-\na\ ; n e N + } is dense in [0.1]. For proving the converse, the first step [10] is the proof that an infinité word having the properties of Proposition 3 has a density (see Proposition 8 below). PROPOSITION 
4: If s is proper Sturmian, then u G Fac(s) implies u G Fac(s).
Proof: Remark first that if w is any factor of 5, then w occurs infinitely many times in 5, because otherwise we should have 5 = zt, for some z G A*, t G At° with |Fac|£|(t)| < |z|, and then t, hence 5, would be ultimately periodic. Now, by contradiction, let n be minimal such that |u| = n, u G Fac(s) and u $L Fac(s). Clearly n > 1, so let u -xvy, x 7 y G A^v G Proof: Suppose Fac(s) HFac(t) is infinité and let u be any la^or of s. As ,s is uniformly récurrent, we bave, for any sufficiently long w G Fac(,s)nFac(f)< u G Fac(?';), whence u G Fac(t). So Fac(s) C Fac(t), and convei^ely, so Proof: Clearly \u\ > 1 because a, 6 E Fac(s). So let u -xwy, x, y E A y w E A*. As xw,wy are factors of s, the same holds for xwy and ~xwy. As 5 is balanced it follows that x -y. Also u> is special because wy,wy E Fac(s). Now, the special factor of length \w\ +1 must be xw or öftt/. As xwx -u is not a factor of 5, iru; is special, whence xwx E Fac(s). So putting xwx = v we have ||w| a -\v\ a \ = 2. 0 
As any factor of length pq is the product of p factors of length q we have séquence (d(p) ) p€^+ satisfies the Cauchy condition and has a limit, 7 say. Clearly (D(p)) p€ M + has the same limit. Now, if u n is the left factor of s of length n, d(n) < \u n \ a /n < D(n). So lim \u n \ a /n = 7, that is n-+00 s has density 7. Now, with a view to part ii), we prove that for all p E N+, d(p) < 7 < D(p). As d(p) < d(fcp) for any arbitrarily large integer fc, we have d(p) ^ 7 a^d similarly 7 < i?(p). Suppose, for instance, by contradiction, that 7 = D{p). Let u be a word of length p such that |ti| a = m(p). As 5 is (uniformly) récurrent, there are infinitely many occurrences of u, and among them we can choose two that occur at positions congruent modulo p. We then have a factor w -uvu with \v\ = kp for some fe, for which M( (fc+2) Proof: This follows trivially from Propositions 3i), 4, 5 and from the fact that the special factor of length n -1 is a right factor of the special factor of length n. 0
The last proposition allows to recover by combinatorial arguments a description of Standard Sturmian words given in [17, pp. 65-68] where it is shown that [0;ç0)2i> • • •]> with the q % as below, is the simple continued fraction representing a of Définition 1 (see also [4] and a construction due to Rauzy [13, 15] In the same way, Si and XiS % may be considered as infinité words on Ai -{X^Yi} (when useful, we précise the alphabet by writing "on A" or "G A^" or "G A*")-It follows also that if bfb (resp. ƒ6), ƒ G A*, is a factor (resp. a left factor) of s, then there exists a unique W £ A\ such that ƒ b = W and, moreover that W is a factor (resp. a left factor) of 51 (resp. of X\si) G A^. Observe also that X\ and Yi are factors of Xi, for ail i > 3, whence it follows that a and b occur infinitely many times in s and that 6a First, we show that s is not ultimately periodic. As a and b occur infinitely many times in s, if s is ultimately periodic with period p, say, we have s = f(bg) w , f,g G A*, |fcp| = p. Then there exist !7,F G AJ such that fb = U, gb = V and X X 5i = UV" G A^. Letting |F| be the length of V with respect to Ai, we have |F|go + 1^1^ = \gb\ = p. So |V| < p, with equality only if V = X™ for some m G N+ and #0 = 1, that is X\ -6, whence s = fb w , an impossible case. As the period p\ of si G Af is a divisor of | V| we get p\ < p. Similarly ail s % G Af are ultimately periodic with strictly decreasing periods. This being impossible, we conclude that 5 and ail s 2 are not ultimately periodic.
Informatique théorique et Appli cation s/Theore tic al Informaties and Applications
Now we prove that s is balanced. For each i G N+, if s% G Af is balanced, let u{ = oo and if si is not, let n % be minimal such that there exist U, V G F nt (si) with \U\x t -\V\x t > 1. Suppose by contradiction that 5 is not balanced. Then there exist n minimal and u y v G Fac(s) with n -\u\ -\v\ and \u\ a -\v\ a > 1. As previously we get u -afa, v = bfb, f G A*. Also ƒ contains at least one occurrence of b because if ƒ = a p , then p + 2 < go and p > go -1, a contradiction. So ƒ has a left factor of the form aPb and, as af, bf G Fac(s), p -go -1. Similarly, ba q°~r is a right factor of ƒ. As 6/6 G Fac(s), we have then fb = WeA[ 9 We
Fac(si) and W = X\HX\ for some i7 G A*. Also afaa.aafa <£ Fac(s) because a qo+1 £ Fac(s). So afab G Fac(s). Moreover as a q°b is not a left factor of 5, 6a/a6 G Fac(s). Hence afab -aX\a q°b -Y\HY\ is a factor of 5i G A\. Consequently, by the définition of n\, \W\ > n\. As |/&| > |W|go we get n > n\ + 1. Similarly n\ > ri2 and so on. This being impossible, 5 is balanced and similarly all s t are. In conclusion, 5 is a Standard proper Sturmian word. 0
OTHER RESULTS
Among the features of Sturmian words that have been or can be studied without the help of the algebraic définition, let us mention: the description of the palindrome factors [8] , the fact that, if s is proper Sturmian, the Rees quotient monoid A*/(A* \Fac(s)) has the weak permutation property P£ (see [11] ), the particular case of the Fibonacci word, and above all, two important subjects, the characterization of the morphisms of A* that leave the set of all Sturmian words globally invariant [2] , and the properties of the "finite Sturmian words", that is the factors of (infinité) Sturmian words [7, 9] , AKNOWLEDGEMENT 
